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depreciation method.

between maintenance and economic
value in a building, is also caused by
the issuesin predicting with precision

phenomenon which can be attributed to
uncertainty on determining the service

becoming more and more relevant
in comparison to new constructions,
shown several signals in the last
decades.

proposed an application on medical

position on the building, constructive

Their approach consisted in setting
the periods between interventions and
on a component can change deeply

economic incomes.
cost, while management costs, which
include maintenance as well, constitute
a much more relevant share.So, together
with the less and less consistent

variation might apparently seem an
unreachable goal.

and evaluations, estimated the mean
to state that, in order to reduce the cost
compute the negative consequences

in intervening on a component to

components, in presence or in absence

and suggested a model in which the
directly to evaluate the most convenient
maintenance activity, as it was obtained

substituting it.Following this purpose,
muchresearch has been carried out in

taken into account. This makes it less
realistic, as even with the same costs,
restoring intervention considered.
This reasoning can be applied to
any maintenance intervention, and
between maintenance and building

approach provides the suggestion to
obtain similar values by carrying out

two opposite scenarios.
The other element is constituted by an
encouraging research carried out by

a reliable parameter to compare
maintenance choices according to cost,
which

actually a standard since a relatively
in particular in relation to the cost

maintenance

interventions
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a painting intervention produces a more
and mathematical models that describe
interventions on those components.

A

to v , it is possible

less. Moreover, this connection with
time is not only in relation to the

these purposes, and to the possibility
interventions that have already been
by using tools such as the Factor
Method or by comparing the results

calculating the economic value related
reasoning cannot be applied in the
same way to ameliorative maintenance,
as it is not true that carrying it out
produces little increases in it. So, since

evaluations on maintenance choices.

in every case, and none has ever been
any component, it is necessary to avoid

takes into account all the interventions
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For a given component A, the number
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on a component A at a time ti can
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solution could also be represented by
consists, can be named vA. Then, during

Aj

Aj

A1

A1

A3

A3

So,

considering
a
maintenance
on the component A,
k

Av
by the back-discounted residual value

which correspond to the vA

An

An

increase changes according to the time
tendency that depends on the typology
r

paint applied on a plaster covering
v

years, when there is a drastic decrease

k

vA
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A is increased to n years through a
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, then it results

k

parameter is constituted by the lowest

between the two is indeed the economic
k

component.

are not mutually independent parts

opportune to carry out at the same
time works on all the components

•

cornices and balconies with all
their
components,
coverings,
downpipes, gutters, etc.

on that
k

on the component A corresponds to

over time, indicated as Maintenance
k

technological connections, those
where two elements are bound to
each other, so that it is necessary to
intervene on both at the same time.

This means that, while two strategies

by an amount that is equal to the
those components, their combination
when intervening on plaster, paint
strategy is obtained, and this, named
k

which the evaluations on the economic
based.

•

and so an intervention has to be

might not too compatible, considering

operative connections, related
to the convenience to associate
interventions on two elements,

the global convenience can be noticed
maintenance strategies on the single

As when evaluating the economic

nature, such as
provisional works,

equipment,
work yard

solved by applying small adjustments
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single maintenance strategies on the
components that have shown to be
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which is used to determine the increase
to the maintenance intervention. Since

course, this process is on one hand
easily applicable, but on the other hand
hides other combinations which may
have higher synergies.

As it has been shown, technological
and operative connections make it
necessary to consider the combination
the whole building together, rather
than ranking the convenience on the
single components separately, to

intervention, and to the short code that

maintenance interventions has not
been implemented yet, the current
one only contains placeholders. The

component on which the intervention is
component is the vertical enclosure,

machinery

and

provisional

works

the costs needed to put them in use are

Every relation also contains additional
strings, as many as the technical
corresponding component, which are

combinations, is a task which could

•

•

calculating, within a range, the

•

combining the single strategies on

•
•

ranking the maintenance scenarios.
-

database schema contains the inter-

Aj

(ti

i
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can be considered through the strings
contains the attributes related to the
equipment, machinery and provisional

them will be relevant when evaluating
the economic convenience.

equipment and provisional works. The

the strings contain data on their
v
parameters as they are available in the
every time it appears in the sequence,
by the quantitative measure that has

respectively the unitary costs which
have to be multiplied by the quantitative

same year on components that have
an operative connection between them.

the unitary cost corresponding to

Jj

applies to the global cost a reduction
, as the
i
technical solutions, consisting in only
one string whichreports spontaneous
duration.

i

the single increases are summed to
spontaneous duration to obtain the

A

•
•

cost between the two. This appears to

the interventions on components with
operative connections.

a Ranking Method script to show a
this parameter.

•
•

produces all the combinations between
the arrays containing the previously

solution is necessary to restrict the set

seemed appropriate to analyse its

component, to the ones in which the
package corresponds to the chosen

mainly conceived as the practical

combinations corresponding to the

others. When calculating the total cost
maintenance activity. The computed set
the interventions automatically selected
through the package parameter in the

and operative connections have to be
taken into account. While technological
connections are mostly present between
the elements within components,
statements mainly stand as speculative
hypotheses, rather than being related

l

.
components,

operative

connections

possibility to create similar computing
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Although national regulations have
codes and computer languages.
programmed maintenance, and in some
local cases have deeply enhanced its

buildings are rarely considered an item
the users. The same principle applies to

designing maintenance results limited
to adapting pre-established patterns to

which could be indicated in a more open

this would be subordinated, though, to
indeed conceived as an encouragement
to carry out quantitative analysis on
planning, in order to choose the most
suitable solution.

such apparently quantitatively accurate
anticipated

aim,

considering

that

becoming available and comprehensive
solutions.

Despite

that,

developing

such data presumably constitutes a
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